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Small systems are vulnerable post-wildfire

Is biological filtration a viable solution?

• Episodic changes in water quality can result from watershed
disturbances and challenge drinking water treatment
• Among others, water quality change in concentration and character of
natural organic matter (NOM) is especially difficult because it:

• Removes NOM via biodegradation, also making it less energy-intensive and
operationally demanding compared to conventional treatment
• Types of biological filtration include:

o Exerts coagulant & oxidant demand
o Is a precursor to disinfection by-products
o Results in biological instability in distribution system

• Small systems are particularly vulnerable to these challenges because
of current infrastructure limitations
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• However, they are not typically relied upon due to misplaced or unproven concerns
• This study shows that biofiltration can be a viable solution under certain circumstances

Biofiltration resilience & bench-scale approach
• Research question: Is biological filtration treatment
resilient in buffering altered dissolved organic
carbon (DOC) after wildfire?
• Approach: Bench-scale biofilters designed for
maximal biodegradation, fed episodically (2- 4- and
7-days) with surface water collected from an
agriculturally/municipally-impacted watershed and
amended with 3 levels of ash content
• Methods: DOC characterized with liquid
chromatography – organic carbon detection (LCOCD)

Ongoing experiments with high ash content
• Experiments with high wildfire ash content will be
replicated using synthetic source water to
represent a consistently high-quality source water

Results
DOC removal was generally consistent

DOC character matters

• DOC removal (%) was generally consistent across all biofilters
• Some DOC may be released after “shock loads,” but not always the case
• Some enhanced DOC removal during ash disturbance periods (i.e., shaded regions)

• Enhanced DOC removal (%) likely due to an increase in readily biodegradable
fractions of DOC in ash-impacted water compared to control
• Some periods of DOC removal impairment due to seasonal source water
quality fluctuations

Biofiltration can provide some treatment resilience
• Biofiltration is not a silver bullet, but can provide some treatment resilience
• What about resilience to disturbances in a high-quality source water?
• Can chemical amendments enhance biodegradation or extend filter runs
without compromising accessibility to small systems?
• Can biological community structure/dynamics be linked to filter resilience?
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